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ABOUT NIEA
The National Institute for Experimental Arts (NIEA) is Australia’s leading institute
for experimental collaboration in art, science and emerging technologies. Through
arts-led thinking we generate new insights into globally important issues resulting
in real-world outcomes.
NIEA encompasses a range of transdisciplinary labs and creative research
groups. These are united by a focus on the practical and conceptual value
of aesthetic inquiry. Our research offers the sciences and humanities new
perspectives on human interaction and experience. Through innovative
experimental methodologies we investigate the corporeal and social
dimensions of interaction in relation to a range of technologies, environments
and wider settings.

RESEARCH LABS & GROUPS
CCAP
Creative Robotics Lab
iGLAM
3D Visualisation Aesthetics Lab
Sound & Materials Group
EMERGING & AFFILIATED GROUPS

MISSION & GOALS

Energies & Environments

The National Institute for Experimental Arts is committed to:

Porosity Studio

• The development of pioneering experimental collaboration in art, science
and emerging technologies that generate new insights into

Environmental Research Initiative for Art (ERIA)

contemporary social, cultural, health and environmental issues;
• Exploring the parameters of disciplines through research led creative practice,
leading to new interdisciplinary formations, technologies and applications;
• Forging partnerships with the community, professions, institutions and
industry;
• Working collaboratively with leading centres in the global arena;
• Increasing public understanding and participation with regard to the practice
and deployment of contemporary arts.
• Promoting student engagement with leading research practice and ensuring
that UNSW is the destination of choice for high calibre research and coursework
students.

Sonification of EEG of amnesic memory, Shona
Illingworth. Amnesia Lab, installation view, UNSW
Galleries. Photography: Alex Davies
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DIRECTOR’S REPORT
In 2014 we undertook strategic planning, reviewing the development of our labs and groups,
their alignment to broader research contexts, and their interconnections. Research at NIEA is
distinctive for its interdisciplinary character and orientation toward global and social problems,
but it is also characterised by a focus on human interaction — whether in relation to robotics,
immersive environments, or social environments. Our researchers from art, design and STEM
disciplines are building a strong body of work advancing both theoretical and practice-based
understandings of embodied interaction across many different zones of activity. This shared
focus creates synergies across our labs and groups, which in turn produces highly distinctive
collaborations: anthropologists and memory specialists work with 3D immersive technology
experts; media artists, curators, designers and engineers work together on projects with
environmentalists and urbanists. As our internal network of specialised labs and groups matures,
we will continue to value and support these interconnections, which we believe are vital to
creating a vibrant intellectual context.
Looking at our achievements over the first four years of operations, we have been able to
forge a number of enduring collaborations with partners in engineering and science, with many
projects in recent years focusing on environmental issues. Going forward we have identified
health and medicine as a key cross-cutting theme, engaging multiple labs and groups. This
theme was heralded by our mid year exhibition theme, Signs of Life, encompassing the
spectacular and highly popular Body Image show, along with the Amnesia Lab, both described
in our Lab reports. These events, coinciding with the development of the new 3D visualisation
lab, also attest to the international profile of our research — as do the wealth of international
partnerships established across robotics, iGLAM, CCAP, visual anthropology and the sound and
environmental groups.
In 2014 Emeritus Professor Mark Wainwright concluded his term as Chair of the NIEA Board.
Mark has been with us since our foundation and formal launch at the Sydney Opera House
in 2010. On behalf of NIEA and our research teams, I extend my deepest gratitude to Mark
for his leadership and commitment. As a former Vice Chancellor of UNSW, Mark provided
incomparable insight and vital steerage, enabling us to develop as a strong force in the sector.
It is with great pleasure that we welcome our new chair, John Masters, whose experience across
the banking, finance and art and technology sectors will ably support our growth in the next
phase of our development.
Professor Jill Bennett
Director, NIEA

Wall diagram, Amnesia Lab, installation view,
UNSW Galleries. Photography: Alex Davies
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PEOPLE

NIEA RESEARCHERS

NIEA BOARD

CHAIR
Emeritus Professor Mark Wainwright

Chair, Smart Services CRC, Chair, Intersect Australia
Limited,
Chair, Australia-China Council, Honorary Visiting
Professor, University of New South Wales
John Masters (from - list month)
Former partner, PricewaterhouseCoopers

Professor Ross Harley

Deputy Director, National Institute for Experimental Arts
Dean, UNSW Art & Design

Emeritus Professor Sue Rowley

Emeritus Professor, University of Technology Sydney,
Board Member, Creative Industries Innovation Centre,
Australian Centre for the Moving Image

Professor Terry Smith, FAHA, CIHA

MEMBERS
Professor Jill Bennett

Director, National Institute for Experimental Arts,
Director, Centre for Contemporary Art and Politics,
Associate Dean Research, UNSW Art & Design

Emeritus Professor Paul Compton

Emeritus Professor, University of New South Wales

Professor Dennis Del Favero

Distinguished Visiting Professor, National Institute for
Experimental Arts,
Andrew W. Mellon Professor of Contemporary Art
History and Theory, Department of the History of Art
and Architecture at the University of Pittsburgh

Ms Bridget Smyth

Director, Design, City of Sydney

Deputy Director, National Institute for Experimental Arts,
Director, iCinema Centre for Interactive Cinema Research

RESEARCH LEADERS

RESEARCH FELLOWS

PROFESSIONAL STAFF

DIRECTOR
Professor Jill Bennett

ARC Future Fellow
Associate Professor Jennifer
Biddle

Executive Officer & Program
Manager
Rachael Kiang

ARC Future Fellow
Professor Douglas Kahn

Research Assistants
Elena Knox
Alison Groves
Laura Fisher
Jeong Greaves
Sabrina Sokalik

DEPUTY DIRECTORS
Professor Dennis Del Favero
Professor Sarah Kenderdine
Dr John McGhee
RESEARCH LEADERS
Professor Sarah Kenderdine
iGLAM

ARC Discovery Early Career
Researcher (DECRA)
Dr Lisa Stefanoff
Postdoctoral Research Fellow
Dr David Silvera Tawil

Associate Professor Jennifer
Biddle
Visual Anthropology

Postdoctoral Research Fellow
Dr Andrew Yip

Professor Douglas Kahn
Sound, Energies and
Environment

AFFILIATED RESEARCHERS

Associate Professor Anna
Munster
Contemporary Culture, Art and
Politics

Postdoctoral Research Associate
Dr Saskia Beudel

Associate Professor Mari Velonaki
Creative Robotics
Dr John McGhee
3D Visualisation & Aesthetics for
Healthcare

Dr Michael Garbutt

Research Associate
Dr Gail Kenning

Research Support Officer
Katherine Yeh

CCAP
Directors
Associate Professor Anna Munster
Dr Jennifer Biddle
Dr David McNeill
Felicity Fenner
Brenda L. Croft
Dr Lisa Stefanoff
Dr Michele Barker
Dr Uros Cvoro
Dr Tim Gregory
Dr Astrid Lorange
Dr Lindsey Kelly
Dr Julie Louise Bacon
Dr Veronica Tello
Dr Chrisoula Lionis
Andrew Brooks
Kynan Tan
Diana Smith
Kelly Doley
Deborah Kelly
Monica Monin
Dr Lone Bertelsen
Dr Andrew Goodman
Dr Caroline Wake
Zoe Butt
Djon Mundine
rea
Sudiipta Dowsett
Phillipa Roberton
Andrew Belletty
CREATIVE ROBOTICS LAB
Director
Associate Professor Mari Velonaki
Dr Petra Gemeinboeck
Associate Professor David Rye
Dr David Silvera-Tawil
Associate Professor Fabio Ramos
Jeffrey Koh
Dr Alex Davies
Brad Miller
Scott Brown
Belinda Dunstan
Jorge Forseck
Eliot Rosenberg
Deborah Turnbull
Cecilia Yan
3D VIS LAB
Director
Dr John McGhee
Dr Kate Patterson
John Bailey
Scott Brown

SOUND & MATERIALS
Directors
Professor Douglas Kahn
Dr Caleb Kelly
Dr Alex Davies
Dr Oliver Bown
Allan Giddy
Dr Bonita Ely
Andrew Brooks
Tim Bruniges
Anthea Caddy
Heather Contant
Pia van Gelder
Joyce Hinterding
Emily Morandini
Kusum Normoyle
Vincent O’Connor
Tom Smith
Kynan Tan
Nathan Thompson
Dr Peter Blamey
Joel Stern
iGLAM
Director
Professor Sarah Kenderdine
Dr Peter Morse
Dr Andrew Yip
iCINEMA
Director
Professor Dennis Del Favero
Professor Claude Sammut
Professor Sarah Kenderdine
Dr Rudrajit Mitra
Professor Edward Scheer
Professor Steven Sherwood
Professor Michael Thielscher
Professor Travis Waller
Stephen Sewell
Professor Jeffrey Shaw
Professor Peter Weibel
Professor Neil Brown
Professor Janet Chan
Professor Stephanie Hemelryk
Donald
ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN &
TRANSDISCIPLINARY ARTSCIENCE RESEARCHERS
Professor Richard Goodwin
Associate Professor Paul Thomas
Dr Katherine Moline
Dr Ian McArthur

Associate Professor Paula
Dawson
Holography
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CONTEMPORARY
CULTURE, ART &
POLITICS
Contemporary Culture, Art and
Politics (CCAP) research group
was established in 2003 as a
means to advance understandings
of the role that contemporary
art and visual culture can play in
addressing political, economic
and social challenges. Researchers
in the CCAP focus on a range of
contemporary global phenomena
including: changing environments
as a result of migration,
conflict, globalisation and the
anthropocene;
experimental
knowledge
formation
and
cultural heritage with a particular
emphasis on digital technologies;
and experimental curatorship to
promote social and ecological
resilience
and
sustainability.
One of the chief concerns of the
CCAP is to generate innovative
transdisciplinary methodologies
as a means of promoting new concepts on the practical application of art and culture to real world problems.
The CCAP’s outcomes span scholarly publications, policy guidelines, exhibitions, artworks, conferences
and symposia.CCAP researchers currently collaborate with a number of international institutions across
the United States, the Netherlands, Canada, Germany, China and South Africa.
Research strands within the CCAP include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social Practice
Public Art and Civil Societies
Experimental Curating
Digital Art
Indigenous Art and Politics
Eastern European and Post-Soviet Art
Art of Trauma and Conflict
Art and Affect
Bioart and Biopolitics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cultural Heritage
Identity Politics
Migration and Mobility Studies
Memory Studies
Decolonisation and Postcolonisation
Globalisation
The Anthropocene
Visual Anthropology

2014 OVERVIEW
A/Prof Anna Munster, launched the Art & Politics Bureau and the first of a series of occasional
seminars with speakers presenting short position statements about what matters to them
politically as artists and thinkers. The first seminar titled Art + Politics: Where Are They
Now featured presenters Brenda L. Croft, Dr Lindsay Kelley and Chrisoula Lionis.
The major CCAP program of the year was a suite of events which emerged from the
Immediations project, on which A/Prof Munster is a chief investigator. The large-scale
multi-year, multi partner project led by Concordia University is funded by the Canadian
research granting body Social Science and Humanities Research Council SSHRC. The
program included an experimental event featuring a conversation between Anna Munster
(NIEA), Andrew Murphie (SAM, UNSW) and Manning and Massumi, about the relations
between and the conditions for creation and thinking, which coincided with the launch of
Manning and Massumi’s book Thought in the Act (Minnesota, 2014). Other events include
Knotspace at UNSW Galleries, a four day participatory event that explored and generated
entangled zones of heightened affectivity and thought across spatial, aural and movement
practices and Senselab, a postgraduate workshop with visiting artist Ramona Benveniste.
Dr Uros Cvoro and Dr Tim Gregory founded the ON Audio Journal for experimental art and
visual culture. The inaugural issue focused on new discourses on the object, in particular
creative and critical responses to Object-Oriented Ontology. It featured articles by Graham
Harman & Monika Behrens, Timothy Morton, James Charlton and Amanda Tink & Josie
Cavallaro. The open section contained articles by Richard Long and Kit Messham-Muir.
Dr Jennifer Biddle focused on the development of a major project We Are in Wonder
LAND: New Experimental Art from Central Australia-Exhibition together with DECRA
fellow Dr Lisa Stefanoff, in partnership with Desart Inc. that will result in a symposium,
exhibition, artists-in-residence program and catalogue publication through NIEA and
UNSW Galleries in 2015.
CCAP members also engaged in a number of off-site activities. Dr Michele Barker and A/
Prof Anna Munster presented their new 8-channel installation work évasion at UTS Gallery
between 28 October and 28 November. Further afield, Dr Lisa Stefanoff presented Moving
Stories: Emerging Documentary Desert painting and Interactive New Media at Charles
Darwin University in October and Brenda L Croft presented the paper The instability of
truth: aspects of developing a specific Indigenous methodology on experimental practiceled research at the American Anthropological Association 2014 Annual Meeting Producing
Anthropology on 5 December.

Feral Experimental installation
view, exhibition curated by
Dr Katherine Moline, 2015.
Photograph: Silversalt.
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CREATIVE
ROBOTICS LAB
Creative Robotics Lab (CRL) examines human
interactions with three-dimensional robotic agents
and responsive structures within the context of
experimental arts and social robotics. Founded by
director Associate Professor Mari Velonaki, the lab aims
to provide a structured environment that facilitates the
creation of experimental interfaces and the promotion
of human-robot interaction in physical spaces. CRL,
launched in 2013, is in partnership with the School
of Computer Science and Engineering (CSE) and the
School of Psychology at the University of New South
Wales and the Australian Centre for Field Robotics
(ACFR) at the University of Sydney.

2014 OVERVIEW
Following its establishment in 2013 with three researchers, two associates and a postdoctoral fellow,
the number of researchers and students at CRL has grown significantly. The lab has fostered a rich and
active postgraduate research culture. CRL welcomed researchers Dr Alex Davies, Jeff Koh, Brad Miller
and Elena Knox, PhD students Jorge Forseck, Deborah Turnbull, Scott Brown, Belinda Dunstan, Eliot
Rosenberg, Adrian Ball and Masters by Research student Cecilia Yan.
CRL received infrastructure funding through an Australian Research Council Linkage, Infrastructure,
Equipment and Facilities (LIEF) grant led by CRL director Associate Professor Mari Velonaki, partnered
with the University of Sydney, University of Technology Sydney and St Vincent’s Hospital. The ARC grant
was awarded for the development of a facility for Experimental Human-Robot Interaction Research.
The system will enable non-intrusive measurements of human location, limb posture, gesture, heart
rate an subcutaneous blood flow that are linked to human intent and affective state, thus supporting a
wide variety of multidisciplinary experimentation in human-robot interaction.Other funding successes
include a grant from the Australia Japan Foundation and a PhD scholarship from NICTA for lab member
Jorge Forseck.
Backed by several international grants, CRL embarked on a number of collaborations. Prof Katsumi
Watanabe from the University of Tokyo and his PhD student Dr Kerstin Haring visited CRL twice to
collaborate with Assoc Prof Mari Velonaki and Dr David Silvera-Tawil. During the first visit, experiments
were conducted on the human perception of the android robot Geminoid F. This was the first study
to produce a cross-cultural comparison, testing an android robot in Australia and Japan. The second
visit involved testing human perception of the small humanoid robot Robi, designed by Prof Tomotaka
Takahasi from Kyoto University. The Australia Japan Foundation grant supports this exchange and
research in the area of cross-cultural aspects of human-robot interaction.
In addition, Dr Roshan Thapliya, the Innovation Manager of Fuji Xerox Japan, visited CRL in November
2014 to initiate discussions in relation to a future five-year collaborative project. Discussions are to
be formalised in 2015 with plans for an exchange placement program. The project is expected to
strengthen CRL’s expertise in social robotics applied in a work environment.

David Silvera-Tawil spent six weeks at Prof Kerstin Dautenhahn’s lab at the University of Hertfordshire
working on the use of robotics to improve communications with children on the autism spectrum.
Silvera-Tawil subsequently became a Visiting Research Fellow at Hertfordshire in the Adaptive Systems
Research Group.
Blue Iris, a collaborative project led by Associate Professor Mari Velonaki and Professor Maurice
Pagnucco (from UNSW’s School of Computer Science and Engineering) was presented in the three
year travelling exhibition CUSP: Designing into the next decade curated by the Australian Design
Centre. The Blue Iris wall paper weeps, changes colour, displays (and rearranges) text and drawings
in response to human touch, sound, breath and marks made on its surface. This work is presented
in the exhibition in chapters. As A/Prof Velonaki and her collaborators (Maurice Pagnucco – artificial
intelligence, David Silvera Tawil - human-robot interaction, Darren Alvarez – tactile sensing, Francois
Ladouceur – materials, and Hugh Durrant-Whyte – robotics and machine learning) cultivate new forms
of intelligence for the wallpaper between 2013–2015, these components will be added to the Blue Iris
room, covering the walls in an increasingly responsive and intelligent skin.
Dr Petra Gemeinboeck exhibited her robotic installation Accomplice, co-created with Rob Saunders in
Thingworld: International Triennial of New Media Art at the National Art Museum of China (NAMOC) in
Beijing from 10 June–7 July 2014.

PARTNERSHIPS
Victoria & Albert Museum, London;
National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST), Japan;
Watanabe Laboratory, University of Tokyo;
Intelligent Robotics Laboratory, Osaka University;
Hiroshi Ishiguro Laboratory, Japan;
Department of Art, Cornell University; and
CSIRO (Telecommunications and Industrial Physics: Nanoscience and Systems)

Geminoid F, a Japanese robot (left) with Mari
Velonaki. Photography: Paul Gosney
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iGLAM
Led by Professor Sarah Kenderdine, iGLAM (Laboratory for Innovation in Galleries,
Libraries, Archives and Museums) researches at the intersection of emerging technologies
and tangible/intangible and natural heritage. Through collaboration with the Galleries,
Libraries, Archives and Museums (GLAM) communities, iGLAM develops applied outcomes
at the forefront of visitor experiences and advances innovative pragmatic and intellectual
frameworks. iGLAM focuses on:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pioneering exhibition formats through post-cinematic digital applications stimulating
new types of cultural experiences
Reformulating digital narratives, extending interaction and learning in immersive
display systems
Developing new visualisation strategies, based on contemporary challenges of data
capture and digital display from immersive systems to mobile web
Building capacity for the GLAMs sector related to the development and implementation
of new technologies
Providing tools for co-related evaluative and analytic metrics
Crafting theoretical frameworks based on the reformulation of Cartesian principles and
helping to define new ontologies that are more appropriate for a mobile, digital and
interconnected world.

2014 OVERVIEW
The lab has made several advancements in its first year. iGLAM welcomed postdoctoral
fellows Dr Andrew Yip, Dr Peter Morse and PhD candidates Dominique van de Klund ert
and Muqeem Kahn.
Professor Kenderdine established LUXLAB, an advanced analytical imaging laboratory, as
part of iGLAM which she directs, with a UNSW Major Research Equipment and Infrastructure
Initiative (MREII) grant in 2014 and a subsequent MREII grant awarded in late 2014, with
funds active in 2015. Founded upon the pioneering research of Kyoto University, Graduate
School of Engineering (Ide Laboratory). The originating grant supported a high-resolution
trichromatic scanner (LIAM) to be used for the conservation, preservation and interpretation
of important artworks. The new grant, awarded at the end of the year, is to extend the
existing scanner by equipping it with new lights sources and converting it from a fixed to
a mobile system. The technique provides ultra-high resolutions and high colour fidelity
not achievable with traditional camera techniques. LUXLAB has chosen to concentrate on
trichromatic imaging at between 800-5000 DPI as the most relevant to the needs of the
Australian GLAM community, and synergetic to the activities of iGLAM.
In 2014, LUXLAB undertook research activities for:
•
•
•

Victoria & Albert, London, UK: 2 x Ommeganck paintings, from the series of 4 remaining
paintings.
Prado, Madrid, Spain: 2 x Ommeganck paintings, from the series of 4 remaining
paintings
State Library of New South Wales, Sydney: Even though SLNSW has an $55million
digitization facility, LUXLAB still plays important role in its ability to capture at very high
resolutions for objects of any size. LUXLAB captured many of the important objects
the Library has been unable to successfully capture including: panoramic images of
Sydney and Hobart, an original Henry Barker etching of Constantinople of 1801 (used
in the first panorama rotunda in Leicester Sq.) and several important maps including
the Miranda Map.

Art Gallery of New South Wales, Sydney: Among other paintings LUXLAB was able to
contribute to an ongoing research project for the Henry VIII painting which is currently
part of an 18month conservation study.
• LUXLAB workshop, UNSW Galleries: In September 2014, for four days, LUXLAB ran
a workshop for the GLAMs sector. With over 100 attendees, this workshop focused
on LUXLAB research, on practical understandings of new imaging technology for
preservation, conservation and, visionary uses in exhibition, This took place alongside
demonstrations of 2 scanners; 2 x 4K screen and a 4K projector (the latter hardware was
donated for duration of the workshop, from Japan). Attendees included major galleries
and libraries and museums of Australia and several post graduate students.
iGLAM worked with the Scanlines project to create an experimental interactive browser
integrating three fields of data exported from the Scanlines website (the themes: People
/ Artworks / Events). The interactive interface allows users to browse over 2400 separate
entries, encompassing over 2100 works of media art and their associated networks.
Scanlines: an experimental visualisation is presented in 3D at the NIEA iCinema Visualisation
Lab and in 2D on a 4K screen at iGLAM. This experimental implementation of Scanlines has
been devel¬oped to not only showcase Scanlines but importantly to allow researchers to
explore opportunities and constraints associated with redeploying Internet-based cultural
repositories into im¬mersive exhibition settings that use interaction design and visual
browsing metaphors.
•

Professor Kenderdine completed the development of the I SHO U evaluation tool, a
museum visitor evaluation method, which enables real-time upload of visitor responses,
automatic data analysis and, real-time visualization of aggregated data. The online website
for ‘clients’ to develop their own surveys are also completed. The first trial of the final
application was for two exhibition audience surveys undertaken at Art Gallery of New
South Wales: Pop to Popism and for the annual Art Express. Professor Kenderdine and Dr
Andrew Yip will publish the results of these surveys.
Professor Kenderdine was awarded the 2014 Council for Humanities, Arts and Social
Sciences (CHASS) Prize for Distinctive Work for the Pure Land projects. She delivered two
keynote lectures on ‘The Age of Experience” at PNC 2014, National Palace Museum,
Taiwan in October 2014 and the India Digital Hampi Conference and Exhibition, New Delhi
in December 2014.

PARTNERSHIPS
Museum Victoria
National Museum of Australia
National Australian Maritime Museum
Powerhouse Museum
Art Gallery of New South Wales
State Library of New South Wales
Intersect (Sydney)
Immigration Museum (Melbourne)
ZKM
Smithsonian Institute
Victoria and Albert Museum

Hong Kong Maritime Museum
Heritage Museum (Hong Kong)
Chronus Gallery (Shanghai)
Hanartz (Hong Kong)
Borsuan Music House
National Palace Museum (Taipei)
JSW Foundation (India)
Prince of Wales Museum (Mumbai)
Kaladham (Vidyanagar)
National Museum of Qatar (Doha)

PLACE-Hampi in AVIE, installation view.
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3D VISUALISATION
AESTHETICS LAB
3D Visualisation Aesthetics Lab headed by Dr John McGhee explores arts-led approaches
to visualising complex scientific and biomedical data. It brings together arts-led researchers,
biomedical scientists, clinical imaging professionals, 3D computer visualisers and health
service researchers. The team uses the creative methodologies and narrative approaches
seen in the video games, film visual effects (VFX) and interaction design fields to challenge
established aesthetics.

2014 OVERVIEW
In the lab’s first year of operation, work focused on setting up core infrastructure to enable
the running of visualisation projects. Research fellow Dr Kate Patterson from Garvan
Institute of Medical Research and research assistant John Bailey were recruited to support
the development of lab’s program.
Director Dr John McGhee actively initiated collaborative projects and partnerships with
the Garvan Institute, Lowy Cancer Research Centre, St Vincent’s Hospital and Sydney and
Children’s Cancer Institute Australia. This resulted in the 3D MED-i project in collaboration
with the St Vincent’s Hospital Rehabilitation Centre. The project explores immersive artsled 3D visualisation approaches using Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and Computed
Tomography (CT) data and aims to develop a series of immersive 3D visualisation digital
artifacts, derived from MRI and CT vascular datasets, to assist patient rehabilitation. The work
focused on constructing a set of 3D experiential pieces using Virtual Reality (VR) headset
technology. This joint research project will investigate whether arts-led 3D digital aesthetics
can communicate disease process to patients. It is anticipated that this work will build
linkage between experimental 3D computer arts practice and clinical health interventions.
Dr McGhee co-curated the landmark Body Image exhibition in collaboration with Dr Felicity
Fenner, Director of UNSW Galleries,which revealed new, compelling, arts-led modes of
visualising complex scientific and biomedical data. Bringing together art and medical
science, the exhibition transported viewers on enthralling visual journeys inside the human
body, discovering aspects of blood flow, organ and cellular behaviour. The animation and
photographs featured use the 3D computer generated imagery techniques employed in
the visual effects and animation industries. It also included a new medical visualisation work
by Dr McGhee using the 3D Oculus Rift platform.

Importantly, the exhibition illustrates where the arts and health areas meet and how the art
and design disciplines increase awareness of medical knowledge and to improve working
relationships between healthcare professionals, their patients and the wider public. Works in
the exhibition by Drew Berry, Andy Lomas, Kate Patterson, Chris Hamming, John McGhee,
Dr K. H. Foong are complemented with a selection of scientific specimens of human tissue
on loan from UNSW Medicine’s Museum of Human Disease.
In relation to the exhibition, Dr John McGhee and A/Prof Steven Faux (St Vincent’s Hospital)
presented the gallery floor talk Fantastic Voyage, discussing Virtual Reality and 3D computer
visualisation of vascular MRI and CT stroke data and the potential for enhancing patient to
doctor communication and stroke rehabilitation. Biomedical animator Drew Berry delivered
a lecture on the intersection of art and science in his practice.

PARTNERS
Garvan Institute of Medical Research
Lowy Cancer Research Centre
St Vincent’s Hospital
Sydney and Children’s Cancer Institute Australia

Body Image installaiton view showing 3D
CGI renderings of organs, aorta and DNA
visualisations. Photograph: Silversalt
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SOUND &
MATERIALS
The Sound and Materials Research Group is engaged in the practice, history and critical theory
of sound and materials, an emerging focus within media arts and cross-media practices. Led
by Professor Douglas Kahn and Dr Caleb Kelly, the group investigates sound as a material
and through materials, from Auduino to Raspberry Pi, from creative coding to modular synths,
handmade electronics to cracked media. The Sound and Materials Research Group (SAM) is
currently based around the research intersections between Professor Douglas Kahn and Dr. Caleb
Kelly. Combined, their books—four from MIT Press, three from University of California Press—are
at the center, internationally, of the historical and contemporary study of sound in the arts. To
date SAM has focused on constituting a vibrant postgraduate culture. There are currently twelve
PhD candidates in the group, many already working at a high degree of professionalism. They
meet monthly to discuss matters relating to their own research, to rehearse and gain feedback
on their Postgraduate Research Conference presentations. SAM has hosted four master classes
with visiting scholars and practitioners.
2014 OVERVIEW
The group was active and involved in practice-based outcomes and research. In 2014 SAM
staged the Liquid Architecture festival on campus, which included a lecture by Professor
Douglas Kahn and a reading performance with Dr Astrid Lorange, a CCAP researcher. Professor
Douglas Kahn was engaged in the development of the Energies in the Arts Conference in 2015.
Dr Caleb Kelly also initiated and organized the LOViD performance (with installation by SAM
PhD candidate Tim Bruniges) and masterclass. SAM is planning to run a conference in 2016/17
and also bringing Professor Atau Tanaka (Goldsmiths, UK) to UNSW to develop a future network
and an Australian Research Council Discovery grant project.

iCINEMA
The iCinema Centre for Interactive Cinema Research is an interdisciplinary centre spanning
UNSW Art & Design, Arts and Social Sciences, Engineering, and Science. Led by Professor
Dennis Del Favero, its research program focuses on immersive interactivity for benchmark
applications across the arts, broadcast, construction, environment, heritage, museum and
visualisation sectors. This program is further divided into three research domains:
• interactive narrative systems – exploring interactive narrative systems that provide the
viewer with the ability to select and edit interaction with a set of visual streams;
• immersive visualisation systems – investigating immersive Artificially Intelligent
environments that provide for the collection, integration and display of visual, audio and
kinaesthetic data;
• distributed interface systems – developing integration of interface systems with the
experience of distributed spatial visualisation environments.
To complement its Kensington based facility and integrate with the faculty’s research and
teaching program, the NIEA iCinema Lab was established on the Paddington UNSW Art
& Design campus in 2014 as a multi-purpose experimental space for research, teaching
and exhibition in the fields of immersive environments, physical and virtual interactivity and
networked collaboration.
*Details of its 2014 developments are listed separately in iCinema’s annual report. iCinema research centre is a NIEA
hub but currently reports its activities separately.

*iCinema research centre is a NIEA hub but currently reports its activities separately.

SAM is in the process of engaging Dr. Alex Davis and Dr. Oliver Bown for the purposes of research
grant applications, as well as Associate Professor Anna Munster who is involved in the group
through her PhD students. Dr. Peter Blamey, an independent artist and writer, is an external
associate and the group has attracted international interest from practitioners and academics.
The group has a website and a very active social media presence through Twitter. In
2014 a special edition of Das Super Paper was published with “materials” as its theme.
http://www.soundandmaterials.com @sound_materials.

ABOVE: Psychic Synth, Pia van Gelder, Still
image of interactive installation.

ABOVE: ATMOSCAPE: sample
video footage for experimentation
T_Visionarium in AVIE
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ENERGIES &
ENVIRONMENTS
Energies & Environments is an emerging research strand in 2014 that examines the dynamic
relationship between art and energy. Led by Prof Douglas Kahn, E&E undertakes research into how
energies configure the arts under the advent of the Anthropocene, where energy is inextricably linked
to the politics of power and environmental challenges at the outset of the 21st century. E&E research
addresses historical and contemporary activities on the seemingly elusive properties and potentials
of energy. The group explores how energy is engaged with across the arts including but not limited
to: media arts, photography, music, ecological arts, science and the arts, and related areas within
literature, poetics, critical theory and philosophy. It also situates these energetic entanglements in
the context of the arts and cultural activism located around fossil fuels and energy politics. In 2014,
E&E developed a major international conference Energies in the Arts, in partnership with the Museum
of Contemporary Art, Australia which will be co-convened by Prof Douglas Kahn, Dr Josh Wodak
from E&E and Dr Anna Davis from the Museum of Contemporary Art, Australia. It is envisaged that
Energies & Environments will be constituted as a formal NIEA group in 2015 or incorporated with an
existing group as a major research area.

POROSITY
STUDIO
Porosity Studio aims to revise public space in the city using public art to test the functional boundaries of
built form. It engages with Director Richard Goodwin’s practice as an artist, architect and academic, and
draws upon decades of research redefining public space in cities and leading to urban propositions of
parasitic architecture. Porosity promotes the idea that cities, as built forms, are very plastic and transient,
while being strong as social constructions. The studio challenges participants to test ideas and devices at
a different scale or through a different lens—to step outside the gallery and to challenge collaboration.
Each iteration of Porosity Studio immerses students in a foreign city to collaborate with a partner university
and create experimental interventions in the urban landscape. Project outcomes have been included in
festivals, exhibitions and publications including Beijing Design Week and the Shanghai Expo 2010, and
have received funding from the British Council.

Refiguring Dystopia: Richard Goodwin 19912012, UNSW Galleries, installation view.

ERIA
Environmental Research Initiative for Art (ERIA) is an affiliated research group conceiving constructing
and installing site-specific public art that accommodates ‘eco-logical’ practices in ways that regenerate
physical environments while also producing new and meaningful exchanges with their community of
users. By assembling portable energy producing nodes for remote field work, and developing a platform
for hosting public events, openings, screenings and online discourse outside the ‘white cube,’ the projects
initiate a dialogue with communities for deeper sustainable interests. In the long term, ERIA looks for postindustrial sites to reinvigorate with light, sound, and sensory systems; new, novel and robust technologies
for use in public spaces; sustainable energy systems to trial; and opportunities for the development
of remote communications technology. ERIA collaborates with industry leaders in renewable energy
development, and community-focused groups including Energy Australia, BP Solar, The Key Centre for
Photovoltaic Engineering, UNSW, V Fuels (vanadium battery producers), Sydney Olympic Park Authority
(SOPA) and Community Inc. (Broken Hill community group).

Photography: Josh Wodak
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Allan Giddy, Home (2012). A set of solar-powered light panels installed in Broken Hill for
Desert Equinox, replicating the night time silhouette in a pre-potato famine home in Ireland.
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AMNESIA LAB
Amnesia Lab was introduced in 2014 as a “live lab” — part exhibition, part public discussion forum,
part research project, it launches a larger memory-related research strand at NIEA. Led by Jill
Bennett and visiting artist Shona Ilingworth (University of Kent), along with collaborating cognitive
neuropsychologist Professor Martin A. Conway (City University, London), neuropsychologist Catherine
Loveday (Westminster University), the Lab forms part of an ongoing collaborative research project
researching memory loss, involving artists, writers and neurosychologists from the UK and Australia.
The gallery-based exhibition included a number of prototypes and experimental works, such as
Illingworth’s Sonification of an EEG of amnesic memory; Volker Kuchelmeister, Jill Bennett, & Dennis
Del Favero’s, Amnesia Atlas (prototype), a 3D immersive bowser designed to assist memory retrieval,
and Martin Conway’s Memory Drawings.
A discussion day was staged throughout the galleries in amongst these exhibits.

Prof Jill Bennett and Dr Lizzie Muller teamed up with Prof Lynn Froggett (University of
Central Lancashire) to develop a new qualitative evaluation technique designed to evaluate
the transformative effects of aesthetic practice and interdisciplinary arts-science projects.
The “visual matrix” method was used to evaluate both Amnesia Lab and the Body Image
exhibition.
Amnesia Atlas (prototype), a 3D immersive SenseCam
interface for exploring memory, Volker Kuchelmeister, Jill
Bennett, Dennis Del Favero.
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OTHER EVENTS

Still image, Avena+ Test Bed (2013),
Benedikt Groß.

Zoe Butt at Knowing Through Showing.
Photography: Alison Groves.

FERAL EXPERIMENTAL: NEW DESIGN THINKING

KNOWING THROUGH SHOWING

Exhibition:18 July -30 August
Symposium & Workshops: 20-22 August
Curated by Dr Katherine Moline
UNSW Galleries, EG02 Lecture Theatre & Seminar Rooms

Feral Experimental brought together leading international practitioners and researchers with the aim of testing the
limits of possibility by exploring the boundaries and intersections of design thinking, speculative design, participatory
and co-design, and exploratory experimentation. The program, consisting of an exhibition, a symposium, two public
lectures and workshops highlighted real world applications and the impact of design methods currently being
developed in universities and research centres. Experimental approaches to design thinking were engaged with
user experiences via cultural probes and tangible interactions that are informed by design ethnography, design
anthropology, and new combinations of technology. The exhibition included: Emotiv (San Francisco), Design
Anthropology Innovation Model (Copenhagen), The Machine to be Another (Barcelona), Energy and Co-designing
Communities (London), Indoor Climate Provotypes (Sønderborg), Community Centred Innovation (Melbourne),
Flamp (Barcelona), Avena+ Test Bed (Stuttgart), Kindred Spirits (Amsterdam) and If We Never Meet Again (London).
The symposium and workshop program featured panel discussions on design thinking, experimental methods,
environmental sustainability and interaction design. These were led by prominent design thinkers such as Cameron
Tonkinwise, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh. Presenters included Mike Michael (USyd) Dr Laurene Vaughn
(RMIT), Yoko Akama (RMIT), Abby Mellick Lopes (UWS), Jared Donovan (QUT), Tega Brain (School of Poetic
Computation, NY), Matthias Haeusler (FBE, UNSW), and from the faculty of Art & Design, Dr Katherine Moline, Dr
John McGhee, Dr George Khut, Karina Clarke and Roderick Bamford, Dr Laura Fisher, Dr Lindsay Kelley and Jeffrey
Koh. Workshop leaders were Roderick Bamford, Karina Clarke, Tega Brain, Laura Fisher, Lindsay Kelley, George Khut,
Jeffrey Koh, John McGhee and Paul D. Miller/DJ Spooky. The public lectures were delivered by renown designer Dr
William Gaver, Geoff Mackellar and Dr Katherine Moline.
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Symposium
9 September 2014
F205 Seminar Room/EG02 Lecture Theatre
UNSW Art & Design
Knowing Through Showing examined the unique kinds of knowledge produced and deployed through curating.
The symposium highlighted the diverse possibilities for curatorial practice-based research. A series of conversations
between leading practitioners illuminate dtheir individual methodologies and explored how new knowledge is
generated through their work. Topics included the way curators engage ethically and collaboratively with local
knowledge, challenge disciplinary boundaries and create contextual and interpretive frameworks for Indigenous
knowledge. Speakers included Prof Terry Smith, Prof Jill Bennet, Dr Blair French, Felicity Fenner, Dr Lizzie Muller, Dr
Zanny Begg, Brenda L. Croft, Djon Mudine, Bec Dean, Zoe Butt and Vanessa Bartlett A keynote address by Honor
Harger, Executive Director of the ArtScience Museum in Singapore, examined the relationship between curating
and leadership at the confluence of art and science.
The symposium was supported by the Australian Council for the Arts’ International Visitors Program grant.

CONFLUENCE: CURATING & EXHIBITION
MAKING IN CHINA & AUSTRALIA
Panel Discussion
1 December 2014
F205 Seminar Room
UNSW Art & Design
The event examined the points of convergence, difference and collaboration between the visual arts sectors
of China and Australia. It featured guest speakers from China Ms Xie Jun, Director, Guancheng Art Museum,
Dongguan and Ms Li Ning, Curator, China Art Museum, Shanghai and Mr Gary Proctor (Director, Warburton Arts
Community) as well as NIEA and faculty researchers Prof Sarah Kenderdine, Dr Jennifer Biddle, Dr Zanny Begg, Dr
Lizzie Muller and Djon Mundine. This event was presented in partnership with the Warburton Arts Community and
the Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade.
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ONGOING PROJECTS
FUTURE FELLOWSHIPS

FELLOWSHIP INDIGENOUS AWARD
Still in My mind: Gurindji Experience, Location and Visuality

Grant Scheme		
ARC Discovery Indigenous Award
Investigators		
Brenda L. Croft (Gurindji/Malngin/Mudpurra peoples; Anglo-Australian/Irish/German/		
			Chinese heritage)
Partner Organisations University of South Australia
Amount 		
$666,000
Duration		
3 years
This project develops an innovative historical account of the effects of pictorial representation of Aboriginal identity,
using visual, ethnographic and archival sources. It investigates and critiques the impact of ethno-centric codification
through which Aboriginal peoples have been framed and refracted throughout the 19th century and into the 21st
century, from a specific Gurindji standpoint. (IN120100048)

Cover image, Earth Sound
Earth Signal: Energies and Earth
Magnitude in the Arts, Douglas
Kahn (UC Press).

Remote Avant-Garde: Experimental Indigenous Arts
Grant Scheme 		
ARC Future Fellowship
Investigator		
A/Prof Jennifer Biddle
Amount 		
$777, 604
Duration		 2010-2014
Remote Avant-Garde tracks new visibilities of culture, tradition and survival taking shape for the first time through
Indigenous art forms. It positions remote artists as leaders of a new avant-garde through practice-led research linking
experimental arts with academic research and scholarship at the highest level. (FT100100232)

The Natural History of Media: Aesthetics, Nature and Communications Technology, from Telegraphy
to Google Earth
Grant Scheme		
ARC Future Fellowship
Investigator 		
Prof Douglas Kahn
Amount awarded
$761,171
Duration		 2011-2015
The Natural History of Media will show how people have, since the nineteenth century, observed the Earth and
experienced nature through media, and how popular communications technologies have been joined with scientific
instruments to help us understand changing ecological realities. (FT110100041)

Situation room: understanding the potential of military holographic display*
Grant Scheme		
ARC Future Fellowship
Investigator		
A/Prof Paula Dawson
Amount 		
$866,678
Duration		 2013-2017
Situation room is the 1st study to systematically investigate the features of the tactical digital holograms used by the
military in mission planning. It tests the ways in which these may offer enhanced visualisation/modelling of different
kinds of space/topography, as well as a level of ‘haptic’ engagement hitherto confined to military contexts. The
research will advance the field of holography though experiments with optical, digital, computer generated and
holographic TV in conjunction with ‘haptic’ interfaces, extending a collaboration with the Psychology Department,
Oxford University, and leading researchers at the MIT Media Lab. (FT130100092) *This grant was relinquished and the project

did not commence.
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Cheryl L’Hirondelle (Cree/Metis
multi-disciplinary artist, Canada)
and Brenda L Croft, on ‘Everywhen’
Artists Residency at Bundanon, May
2013. The residency workshopped
practice-led research associated
with ‘Still in my mind: Gurindji location, experience and visuality.’ Photograph courtesy of Brenda L Croft.

DISCOVERY EARLY CAREER RESEARCHER
Moving Stories: Emerging Documentary Desert Painting and Interactive New Media
Grant Scheme 		
ARC Discovery Early Career Researcher Grant
Investigator		
Dr Lisa Stefanoff
Amount			$395,220
Duration		 2014-2016
New forms and practices of desert Aboriginal women’s ‘documentary’ art and media that depart markedly from
the Dreaming story-based traditions are emerging in a context of severe socio-economic disadvantage. The
implications of this important ‘witnessing’ work have not yet been studied. Moving Stories is an innovative arts
practice-led ethnographic study that will investigate the significance of experimental narrative-based desert arts,
focusing on documentary paintings and their transformation into interactive animated multi-lingual multimedia
works. It will critically assess digitally creative intercultural collaboration as a key mode of contemporary
Indigenous cultural survival and national cultural production. (DE140101607)			
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DISCOVERY PROJECTS

LINKAGE PROJECTS

iLAND: The Reformulation of Landscape as a User-Generated Interactive Aesthetic

iLetter: Reformulating war memory as a dialogical interactive narrative

Grant Scheme 		
ARC Discovery Project
Investigators		
Scientia Prof Dennis Del Favero, Prof Jeffery Shaw (CUHK), Prof Johnny Chan (CUHK),
			
Prof Terence Smith (UPittsburgh/UNSW)
Amount 		
$475,496
Partner Organisations City University of Hong Kong; University of Pittsburgh, USA; Special Broadcasting Service
			Corporation
Duration		 2011-2015
iLAND investigates the emergence of a user-generated interactive aesthetic of landscape framed theoretically within
the new processes of networked immersive digital technology. Through experimental application of the world’s ﬁrst
networked televisual and cinematic system it demonstrates how aesthetic imagery, such as landscape, is collectively
produced by users as the outcome of interactive dialogue and the creative reassembling of cultural and scientiﬁc
data. In its explanation of the interactive processes underlying this new genre of contemporary image composition,
the study transforms our understanding of the way in which revolutionary new technology can impact on Australia’s
visual culture, ecology and identity. (DP110101146)

Grant Scheme 		
ARC Linkage Project
Investigators		
Scientia Prof Dennis Del Favero, Prof Ross Harley, Prof Jill Bennett, Prof Michael Thielscher,
			Em/Prof Neil Brown, Dr Craig Stockings, Volker Kuchelmeister, Anthony MacGregor,
			Dr Richard Reid
Amount			$467,493
Partner Organisations Australian Broadcasting Corporation; Army History Unit; Royal Australian Air Force 		
			
Airpower Development Centre; Australia Council ; Department of Veterans’ Affairs; 		
			Museum of Victoria
Duration 		
2012-2015
iLetter explores the creation of an interactive archive of war memory through the application of dialogical systems
of interaction for defence heritage. Defence heritage is valued for its enhancement and commemoration of defence
personnel contributions to Australian history. Dialogical systems enable the artistic recollection of war to be collectively
produced as a form of user-generated content. This aesthetic technology will enable Afghanistan veterans and their
families for the first time to depict their personal and collective experience of conflict in a form that is interactively
accessible to a broad online Radio and TV, and Cinematic public. Major partners are ABC, Department of Veterans
Affairs, Australia Council and Museum Victoria. (LP120200347

iLetter: sample artefacts from veteran

iLand: aesthetic experiment within
cinematic platform.

ATMOSCAPE: The Aesthetic Reformulation of the Atmosphere Using Intelligent Imaging Systems
Grant Scheme 		
ARC Discovery Project
Investigators		
Scientia Prof Dennis Del Favero; Prof Jill Bennett; Em/Prof Neil Brown; Prof Jeffrey Shaw;
			Prof Peter Weibel; Prof Ursula Frohne; Prof Johnny Chan
Amount			$368,000
Partner Organisations City University of Hong Kong; University of Cologne; ZKM Center for Art and Media
Duration		 2012-2014
ATMOSCAPE investigates the emergence of an interactive aesthetics of the atmosphere made possible through the
integration of new imaging processes combining remote sensing and immersive technology. Through experimental
application of the world’s first remote sensing visualisation system it demonstrates how visual narratives of the
atmosphere can be jointly produced by users and intelligent imaging systems through their reciprocal interaction in
the representation of atmospheric data. In its explanation of the interactive processes underlying this new genre of
contemporary image formation, the study transforms our insight into how revolutionary new technology can impact on
Australia’s understanding of the climate. It focuses on the design, implementation and evaluation of an experimental
study, a Remote Sensing Visualisation System titled ATMOSCAPE, integrating remote sensing satellite systems and
immersive visualisation systems to aesthetically explore atmospheric processes. (DP120102243)

Curating Cities: the social and ecological potential of public art
practice
Scheme 		
ARC Linkage Project
Investigators		
Prof Jill Bennett; Dr Felicity Fenner; Prof Richard
			Goodwin; A/Prof Adrian Parr; Jodi Newcombe
Amount			$272,000
Partner Organisations City of Sydney Council; Object: Australian Centre for
Craft and Design; Carbon Arts; University of Cincinnati
Duration		 2011-2015
Curating Cities researches the contribution of public art to eco-sustainable
development, focusing on world’s best practice and potential benefits to
Sydney and cities in general. It seeks to establish how the arts can promote
environmentally beneficial behaviour change and the development of green
infrastructure.
The project has developed a database of eco-public art and the lead chief
investigator Prof Jill Bennett co-wrote a book Curating Sydney (New South
Books) based on the findings of the project. (LP110200247)
Cover, Curating Sydney, Jill Bennett
and Saskia Beudel (New South Books)
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LINKAGE INFRASTRUCTURE,
EQUIPMENT & FACILITIES (LIEF)
DAAO Design and Art Australia Online research tool
Grant Scheme 		
ARC Linkage Infrastructure, Equipment and Facilities Scheme
Investigators		
Prof Ross Harley; Prof Jill Bennett; Prof Andrew Ledbury; Prof Jaynie Anderson; Prof
			
Peter McNeil; Prof Deb Verhoeven; Prof Catherine Speck; Prof Marie Sierra; A/Prof
			
Joanna Mendelssohn; A/Prof Alison Inglis; Dr Jennifer Biddle; Dr Gillian Fuller
Partner Organisations UNSW, The University of Sydney; The University of Melbourne; University of Technology,		
			
Sydney; Deakin University; The University of Adelaide; University of Tasmania
Amount 		
$190,000
Duration		 2014
Design and Art Australia Online research tool: enabling next generation e-Research in Australia’s visual and design
cultures: This project builds on the recent and highly successful transformation of Design and Art Australia Online
(DAAO). As DAAO increases its information base through its automated harvest facilities (LIEF2012) and draws more
active engagement from researchers, new demands are being placed on the facility. Modifications are required to enhance
the capabilities of researchers to expand the scope of research facilities offered. DAAO will refine schema and mappings
of events and works to better match researcher queries and enabling data repurposing for visualisation; automate
linking facility between established entity links; and develop researcher collaboration functionalities. (LE140100120)

Knotspace, Immediations international event,
Galleries NSW, December 2014. Image by Anna
Munster.

INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS
Sensory Entanglements: New Cross Cultural and Cross-Disciplinary Directions in the Creation and
Evaluation of Multi-Sensorial Experience***
Grant Scheme		
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada
Investigators 		
A/Prof Jennifer Biddle, Dr Christopher Salter; Prof David Howes; A/Prof Marcel Wanderley
Partner Organisations Concordia University, McGill University
Amount 		
CAD$442,758 (~AUD$448,000)
Duration 		
2014-2018
Sensory Entanglements will make an important contribution to indigenizing the humanities, social sciences and fine arts
through collaborative, creative, practice-led research. The research team is radically intercultural and transdisciplinary:
First Nations/Indigenous and non-Indigenous scholars, artists, innovators and activists. The team will collaborate
across otherwise policed disciplinary and identity boundaries in order to generate a unique, experimental researchcreation laboratory. This expert collective seeks to elicit, interpret and experimentally model Indigenous ways of
sensing as expressed through art and analyses the distinctive forms of sociality they support. Collective research
will take shape across all the phases of the research project, including cross-cultural, interdisciplinary workshops on
multi-sensorial dimensions in new media art practice; the design and building of the experimental multi-sensorial
installations, intercultural ethnographic and sensory research on audience “reception” and the development of
original data, sensory ethnography and writing up of research findings (conference papers, symposia, monograph).
***Please note that the grant revenue is held and managed by Concordia University.
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Immediations: Art, Media and Event

Grant Scheme 		
Partnerships Grant, Social Sciences and Humanities, Research Council of Canada (SSHRC)
Investigators		
Asst/Prof Erin Manning; A/Prof Alanna Thain; A/Prof Anna Munster; A/Prof Andrew
			
Murphie; A/Prof Bodil Marie Stavning; Prof Brian Massumi; Christoph Brunner; Prof
			
Gisele Trudel; Asst/Prof Jonas Fritsch; Dr Jondi Keane; Prof Kim Halskov; Prof Luc
			
Courchesne; Prof Lyndal Jones; A/Prof Lynn Hughes, Concordia University, A/Prof
			
Pia Ednie-Brown; Dr Ricardo Dal Farra; A/Prof Samantha Spurr; Dr Sheryl Doruff; Prof
			
Thomas Lamarre; A/Prof Thomas Markussen
Partner Organisations Concordia University, Deakin University, Kolding School of Design, McGill University, Royal
			
Melbourne Institute of Technology University, Université de Montréal, University of Aarhus,
			
University of Technology, Sydney, Zurich University of the Arts, Artexte, Amsterdam 		
			
University of the Arts, Artspace, CAVI, Critical Path, Design Studio for Social Intervention,
			
DHC/ART Foundation for Contemporary Art, European Institute for Progressive Cultural 		
			
Policies/Transversal, Gerrit Rietveld Academie for Art and Design, Institute for 			
			
Contemporary Art Research, Kolding School of Design
Amount			
$44,478 (from total : $2,986,324)
Duration		 2013-2019
Immediations will provide a lasting international collaborative framework for the theoretical exploration of researchcreation; develop models for research-creation practice and organisation; foster inter-institutional sharing of resources
and expertise in this area; facilitate international student and faculty exchanges; create opportunities for students and
scholars entering the field; develop curricula and teaching methods for use in the development of academic programs;
innovate archiving and documenting practices research-creation; mobilise knowledge transfer to the public with respect
to creative art/media practices; further develop partnerships with public-sector institutions for the arts and communitybased organisations interested in exploring creative-design approaches to their public interest activities.
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INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS

MAJOR RESEARCH EQUIPMENT AND
INFRASTRUCTURE INITIATIVE (MREII)

Development of Interventions to reduce patient delay with symptoms of Acute Coronary Syndrome:
identifying optimal content and mode of delivery

Advanced analytical scanning camera & RAID data storage system & 4k Touchpad 4K
UT-MB4

Grant Scheme		
The Scottish Government Chief Scientist Office
Investigators		
Dr Barbara Farquharson; Prof Brian Williams; Dr Karen Smith; Ms Nadine Dougall; Dr Stephan
			
Dombrowski; Prof Shaun Treweek; Claire Jones; Dr Chris Rowland; Prof Stuart Pringle;
			Dr John McGhee
Partner Organisations University of Stirling, University of Dundee, University of Aberdeen, Tayside Health Board
Amount			
$5,846 (from total: $407,720)
Duration 		
2014-2015

Grant Scheme		
Investigator		

Acute Coronary Syndrome (ACS) is serious and delay to treatment, in particular patient decision time, is a critical
factor in reducing mortality and achieving optimal benefit from current treatment strategies. Previous interventions to
reduce patient decision time have been largely unsuccessful. However, most interventions have failed to incorporate
relevant psychological theory or to use established behaviour change techniques (BCTs). We propose to develop
a theory-based intervention by (i) identifying the content (i.e. BCTs) most likely to be effective, based on existing
evidence (Systematic Review) and consensus amongst subject experts (Delphi study) and (ii) identifying the most
effective way of delivering that content by comparing two modes of delivery (text only and text+visual) with a control
in an intervention modelling experiment, measuring effect on intention to seek help immediately. Such an intervention
has the potential to achieve significant reductions in mortality and morbidity for this group.

Major Research Equipment And Infrastructure Initiative (MREII)
Prof Sarah Kenderdine, Prof Ross Harley, Prof Terry Smith, Felicity Fenner, Lizzie
Muller, Volker Kuchelmeister, Prof Dennis Del Favero
Amount			$85,390
Duration		 2014
The grant will enable the purchase of an advanced scanning camera for cultural heritage objects and artworks
producing exceptional data with outcomes across a broad range of disciplines. The suite of equipment will help
to establish LUXLAB in iGLAM, NIEA as part of a network of advanced analytical imaging laboratories founded
upon the pioneering research of Kyoto University, Graduate School of Engineering (Ide Laboratory). This imaging
technique is essential for preservation and conservation and, provides the data necessary for new interactive displays
in museums, addressing a trajectory of developments in screen resolutions and immersive systems (i.e. ‘4k revolution’
and the upcoming 8k screens). This technique also has considerable (as yet undeveloped) potential in the art market,
commercial sales and for insurance of important artworks. Through this grant the 4k Panasonic Toughpad 4K UT-MB4
will be used for the development of software to tile and display data of ultra-high resolutions both for GLAMs sector
and commercial uses, allowing users to zoom in to exceptional detail, a software does not yet exist in the marketplace.

Development of an intervention to increase physiotherapy adherence among young children with
cystic fibrosis: a Medical Research Council complex intervention framework development and
feasibility study
Grant Scheme		
International - The Scottish Government Chief Scientist Office
Investigators		
Dr Emma France; Dr Gaylor Hoskins; Prof Brian Williams; Prof Shaun Treweek; Elaine Mary
			
Otterson Dhouieb; Dr Steve Cunningham; Dr Claire Glassoe; Dr Eleanor Main; Dr Janet
			
Majorie Allen (Cystic Fibrosis Trust); Prof Chris Rowland; Prof Pat Hoddinott; Dr John
			 McGhee
Partner Organisations University of Stirling, University of Dundee, University of Aberdeen, Tayside Health Board
Amount			
$3,042 (from total: $347,082)
Duration		 2014-2015
Cystic fibrosis (CF) is an inherited, life-threatening disorder of the lungs and digestive system affecting approximately
1 in 2,500 children. Chest physiotherapy is a major component in the respiratory management of CF to help prevent
lung damage. Adherence in young children is important because damage occurs rapidly and can be irreversible.
However, only 50% of parents and young children adhere to their recommended regimen. Interventions to address
this significant problem are lacking. We will develop and feasibility test a theoretically- and empirically-informed, multiprofessional intervention for parents/carers to increase physiotherapy adherence among 0-8 year olds comprising of
two components:
- An audio-visual support resource to enhance parental intentions to adhere to physiotherapy.
- A family-specific adherence plan to facilitate the translation of intentions into behavioural change.
This will lead to a trial that should impact on patient outcomes such as decreasing the likelihood of lung damage thus
potentially extending life.

Ari Ide-Ektessabi (Kyoto University) inspecting
the scanner in action at the LUXLAB workshop.

Motion Capture System for Real Time Human and Robotic Interaction
Grant Scheme		
Investigators		

Major Research Equipment And Infrastructure Initiative (MREII)
Prof Erin Brannigan, Prof Stephanie Hemelryk Donald, Karen Kriss, Volker
Kuchelmeister, Prof Maurice Pagnucco, Prof Claude Sammut, Prof Edward Scheer,
Stephen Sewell, Prof Michael Thielscher, Scientia Prof Dennis Del Favero
Participating organisations UNSW’s School of Computer Science (Faculty of Engineering), Centre for
Modernism Studies, School of the Arts and Media (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
and NIDA.
Amount			$97,428
The grant investigates the interaction between human, robotic and virtual agents through the use of motion capture
technology.
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NEW GRANTS IN 2014
AUSTRALIAN RESEARCH COUNCIL
LINKAGE INFRASTRUCTURE, EQUIPMENT &
FACILITIES (LIEF)

AUSTRALIA JAPAN FOUNDATION GRANT

Facility for experimental human-robot interaction research

Cross-Cultural Aspects of Human Robot Interaction

Grant Scheme 		
ARC Linkage Infrastructure, Equipment and Facilities Scheme
Investigators		
A/Prof Mari Velonaki; A/Prof David Rye; Prof Gamini Dissanayake; Prof Colin Clifford;
			Prof Dikai Liu; Prof Maurice Pagnucco; A/Prof Fabio Ramos; A/Prof Steven Faux
Amount			$350,000
Partner Organisations The University of Sydney; University of Technology, Sydney; St Vincent’s Hospital Sydney
Duration		 2015
Facility For Experimental Human-Robot Interaction Research seeks to build an integrated facility for the multidisciplinary
experimental study of human-robot interaction. The facility will consist of a variety of state-of-the-art sensors tailored
to non-intrusively measure human location, limb posture and gesture, together with physiological measurements
(heart rate, subcutaneous blood flow) that are linked to human intent and affective state. This capability will support
a wide variety of multidisciplinary experimentation in human-robot interaction. (LE150100090).

Grant Scheme		
Australia Japan Foundation Grant
Investigator		
A/Prof Mari Veloanki, Prof Katsume Watanabe
Amount			$20,000
Duration		 2014
The grant provides funding for emerging researchers from the Creative Robotics Lab to conduct research about
robot morphology and interaction in cross-cultural environments, specifically Japan and Australia, and supports the
presentation of the research developments and outcomes at the 2015 RO-MAN conference.

DomeLab: an ultra-high resolution experimental fulldome

AUSTRALIAN COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS

Grant Scheme 		
ARC Linkage Infrastructure, Equipment and Facilities Scheme
Investigators		
Prof Sarah Kenderdine; Scientia Prof Dennis Del Favero; Prof Michael Thielscher;
			
Nicholas Nakata; Shawn Ross; Paul Arthur; Christopher Lueg; Prof Paul Bourke;
			
Stefan Greuter; Prof Ross Gibson; Prof Jeffrey Shaw; Dr Lynda Kelly; Tim Hart; Margo Neale;
			
Drew Berry, Dr Andrew Yip
Partner Organisations University of Western Sydney; RMIT University; University of Canberra; The University of 		
			
Western Australia; University of Tasmania; City University of Hong Kong; National Museum
			
of Australia; Museum Victoria; Australian National Maritime Museum; The Walter and Eliza
			
Hall Institute of Medical Research; AARNet Pty Ltd; Intersect Australia Ltd
Amount 		
$220,000
Duration		 2015
This project will establish the first ultra-high resolution (4000 x 4000 pixels) experimental fulldome in Australia (DomeLab).
This fulldome facility will provide a powerful immersive dome-based video projection environment. Partners will
work collaboratively across three themes: interactive media, future museology and experimental humanities. Through
the national research services AARNet and Intersect’s research data storage infrastructure, DomeLab will extend
pioneering research in aesthetic frameworks and frontier technologies to benefit artistic, cultural, museological and
humanities researchers. DomeLab is designed as a touring system and will be installed throughout the country at
leading institutions. (LE150100081).
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Honor Harger Visit to Australia for Symposium, Seminars and Partnership Development
Grant Scheme		
International Visitors Program (Visual Arts)
Investigator		
Dr Lizzie Muller
Amount			$8.311
Duration		 2014
This grant supports ArtScience Musem Director Honor Harger’s visit to Australia -Sydney, Wollongong and Perth to
develop a long-term strategic partnership in interdisciplinary curatorial research between the ArtSicence Museum
(Singapore) and NIEA.In particular, it will lead to a co-curated international touring exhibition on the art and science
of robotics that will feature numerous Austarlian artists. Her visit will have additional regional and national impact
through the involvement of CAST in Wollongong and SymobioticA in Perth. She will also present a keynote lecture
at a curatorial symposium held at UNSW Art & Design, supported by NIEA.
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UNSW GRANTS
MAJOR RESEARCH EQUIPMENT AND
INFRASTRUCTURE INITIATIVE (MREII)

GOLDSTARRED ARC DISCOVERY PROJECTS

3D Visualisation Virtual Reality (VR) Suite

The Vice Chancellor awards Goldstar research grants for those who narrowly miss out on ARC grants. The Goldstar
funds allow some initial research on the proposed research program to proceed, and to allow the investigators to
further refine and improve their application for re-submission.

Grant Scheme		
Major Research Equipment And Infrastructure Initiative (MREII)
Investigators		
Dr John McGhee
Participating Organisations Faculty of Medicine, the Mark Wainwright Analytics Centre, Children’s Cancer Research
			
Institute, St Vincent’s Hospital and UNSW Computer Science & Engineering
Amount 		
$90,373
Duration		 2015
The MREII grant was awarded for the project to acquire new virtual reality computers and to develop a render farm for
the 3D Visualisation Aesthetics Lab. This new computing equipment will help support the lab’s MEDi and Journey to
the Centre of the Cell projects. The 3D Visualisation Virtual Reality (VR) Suite consists of three parts (1) 3D computer
visualisation modeling workstations for scientific image data ingestion. This is connected to a set of (2) server render
nodes and (3) oculus rift VR output displays (RG142869)

Visualisation Infrastructure upgrade for Scientia AVIE and Visualisation Infrastructure for Touring AVIE*
Grant Scheme		
Major Research Equipment And Infrastructure Initiative (MREII)
Investigators		
Scientia Prof Dennis Del Favero, Karen Kriss, Volker Kuchelmeister, Prof
			
Claude Sammut, Prof Maurice Pagnucco, Prof Michael Thielsher, Prof Travis
			Waller, Dr Vinayak Dixit, Prof Edward Scheer, Dr Erin Brannigan, Stephen
			
Sewell, Michael Scott-Mitchell
Amount			
$177,000 ($137,000 UNSW Strategic Funds Central, $40,000 Faculty of Engineering)
Duration		 2015
This grant facilitates two major research infrastructure capacity advances for UNSW. Firstly, upgrade of the Scientia
AVIE system, ensuring network compatibility; secondly, establishment of a Touring AVIE system, deployable by
international industry partners.
The upgrade of Scientia AVIE system will ensure that UNSW remains at the global forefront of 3D visualisation
technology by replacement of its existing UXGA projectors with WUXGA projectors. This will provide seamless
networked integration with the new AVIEs installed at UTS Sydney and City University of Hong Kong, which both
use this system, and enable coherent virtual networking of the three systems along with much higher resolution
and fidelity. This ensures a globally networked 3D visualisation infrastructure, outperforming all others in its class.
The establishment of the Touring AVIE system, to be implemented by infrastructure conversion where possible to
minimise cost, will provide existing and prospective research project partner organisations with the capability of
presenting collaborative UNSW projects at their respective sites. (RG142809)

Computing Infrastructure for LUXLAB Scanner
Grant Scheme		
Major Research Equipment And Infrastructure Initiative (MREII)
Investigator		
Prof Sarah Kenderdine, Prof Robert Clark, Prof Dennis Del Favero, Dr Jennifer Biddle, Der
Andrew Yip, Felicity Fenner, Dr Lizzie Muller, Dr Lisa Stefanoff, Dr Peter Morse, Dr Veronica Tello, Prof Martin
Nakata, Dr Ayxem Eli, Prof Alec Tannes.
Amount 		
$97,679
Duration		 2015
This grant enables upgrades to the LUXLAB scanner, including self powered speakers and mobile LIAM conversion. It
extends the existing LIAM scanner in LUXLAB, by equipping it with new lights sources and converting it from a fixed
to a mobile system. This approach is more cost effective than purchasing an entire new scanner for mobile activities
of LUXLAB. The upgraded LUXLAB equipment suite, including a 4K screen with high quality colour space and two
speakers will enable improvements to its newly developed zooming software for the display of scanned images with
text and audio. This equipment will support LUXLAB activities in ultra high resolution scanning and aligned software
development in tiling, zooming and annotated UHD images, are central to three pillars of iGLAM research:Visualisation;
Applications and; Immersive Learning. LUXLAB also provides research for NIEA through post-graduate and fellowship
research projects; iCinema; OLT at Art | Design; the new Master in Curatorship and; UNSW Galleries.
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Intangible Heritage: An Indigenous Ethnography of the Senses

Investigator		
A/Prof Jennifer Biddle
Total amount awarded $30,000
Duration		 2015
This project proposes to capture and convey Indigenous heritage by the utilisation of pioneering technological
advancements in sensory anthropology. It asks how leading multi-sensory research can serve to re-vitalise intangible
heritage at risk today. Drawing together a transnational team of Indigenous artists, anthropologists and media
designers, the project undertakes an ambitious, multifaceted, ethnography to identify the vital role of the senses in
Indigenous heritage and the crucial role sensory modalities have for Indigenous survival. High profile outputs include
a public platform for the communication of culture as living heritage.

INTRASPACE: Reformulating digital space as intelligent dialogical aesthetic

Investigator		
Prof Dennis Del Favero
Total amount awarded $30,000
Duration		 2015
The project investigates the emergence of an interactive aesthetics of digital space made possible through the
integration of new visualisation processes, combining intelligent systems and immersive technology. Through
experimental application of the world’s first networked intelligent immersive environment, it demonstrates how
spatial scenarios modelling environmental uncertainty and risk can be interactively produced by globally distributed
users and AI systems. In its explanation of the interactive processes underlying this new genre of contemporary
visualisation, the study transforms our insight into how revolutionary artistic technology can impact on Australia’s
understanding of the rapidly changing human and natural habitat.

Performative Body-Mapping (PBM) method for socialising non-humanlike robots

Investigator		
Dr Petra Gemeinboeck
Total amount awarded $30,000
Duration		 2015
Robots are increasingly infiltrating our lives in the sectors of health, industry, commerce, education, and leisure. But
robots’ social skills today fall far behind their functional capabilities. Performative Body-Mapping (PBM) creatively
addresses this problem by inventing and trialing a trans-disciplinary body-mapping method for socialising nonhumanlike robots. Significantly, this will allow for a) social robots to be non-humanoid in appearance but still appealing
and relatable for humans, and b) robots to be taught to interact in a much more streamlined, effective and applicationspecific way. The new Performative Body-Mapping (PBM) method has the potential to radically transform techniques
that are central to human-robot interaction.
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